
The city center is as crowded that if somebody take a mammal step they will fall onto the rails.
The people had to be pushed into the train as there was to many people. The humongous
skyscrapers tower into This is Tokyo the most populated city on earth. The malls a crowded with
people trying to get the latest technology or the best essential goods. The aromas of the
scrumptious quality food explode out of the restaurant and into the nostrils of people.In Shibuya
crossing it looks as if one thousand people are crossing at once. Everybody seem joyful.
Everybody has a decent amount of money. There was no sign of poverty. In Minato the busy
rumbling sounds of the cars that rolls of drown any other sounds. Over in Uraysa the Disney
land attracts lots of laughter and smiles. It shines. Like a ember of fire standing attractively. It
takes in a lot of tourist making it more seen and happy. Outside the buses are beeping the trains
are tooting. This is what is expected of a lively city. The Skytree looking down seeing hundreds
of small building s and many miniature ones far away. This is a city of industry, of nature , of
beauty which shaped daylight. Night time is a completely different story.

At night the city still haven’t slept it is still bustling. Bright neon light show the cities it way many
restaurants still have customers. On special nights fireworks go up embedded the dark black
sky with colourful paintings. Parades are held showing how active this city is. How empowering
it is against the darkness.

In summer the hot weather gives yo changes to swim or to go to the beach. Autumn creates are
orange pictures with leaves dropping on the floor waiting for people to jump on. In winter the
snow decorate the city white. The chilly temps turn blasts at people. In spring it gives the city
vibrancy as the first cherry blossoms bloom.

is as crowded as ___

broken grammar

are

comma after Minato

comma after Uraysa

delete the period

an

comma not period

comma after night

lights

what are you trying to say?

comma after nights

comma after summer

you

chances

what?

comma after spring

It's good that you applied descriptive language to allow your readers to visualize the place you are talking about but unfortunately, you weren't able to explore the themes of discovery, alienation, and danger. You missed to answer the following questions as well: how do the said themes affect your experience in the city? What have you learned about the city and its people? and How does you time in the city change you? Moreover, it lacks a clear plotline. It's almost like you were just simply informing. You should've approached it like you were story-telling! Please do better next time
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